A nuclear optical model calcul ation of neutron elastic scattering using fiv e parameters has b een made. Appropriate estinmtes of the effect of compound elastic scattering at low energies are includ ed. Compitrisons have been made with experimen ta l data, and res ults for t h e para meters adopted a re given for clastic scatter ing in the energy range from 0.734 to 18 Mev. Although reaso nably good agreement between the calculation and experimental results have been obtained, there is a discrepancy b etween experiments below 2 Mev, and experimental d ata is n eeded between 6 a nd 14 :\1ev. Both angular di stribu tions and Legendre expansion coefficients for t he total elastic scattering are given.
Introduction
The nuclear optical model has been outstandingly successful in describing Lbe clas tic sC1Ltterin g of neutrons and other nuclear particles above tbe energy or perhaps 6 Mev, where compound clastic scattering processes are not important. Below these energies it is necessary to include some estimate of compound elastic scattering. At neutron energies below the first excited state of the target nucleus, inelastic scattering is not poss ible. In this energy range it is possible to describe the compound elasLie scattering by use of the fluctuation cross section [Feshbaeh, 1960] . Above this energy the angular distribution of the compound elastic scattering may be obtained from the corn pound statistical model [Hauser and Feshbach, 1952] .
I nitially in the present work the experimental data was a nalyzed using the six-parameter nuclear optical model or Bjorklund and Fembach [1958] . However, it was found that at least as good fits to the experimental data could be obtained with a five-parameter model, using derivative surface absorption instead of an adjustable parameter to determine t he width of the imaginary (absorptive) well. This latter model, which contains a Saxon real potential, a Thomas spin-orbit potential, and a surface imaginary potential, was used in this calculation.
This calculation is the first of a series which will provide data in a form suitable for input to neutron penetration calculations with digital computers. The present calculations are for calcium, an important compon ent of concrete which is widely used for neutron shielding. Comparisons with experimental elastic sCfLtt,ering angular distributions are included. AngulfLf distributions and Legendre coefficients for the calculated angular distributions are both presented. The ealculfLtions h ave been programed in Fortran for the IBIVI 7090 computer at the National Blueau of Standards. ' This work was sponsored by Defense Atomic Support Agcncy.
Description of the Calculation

Solution of the Wave Equation
Although the exact phase shift analysis carried out here is standard in many respects, it seems desirable to record the specific method of calculation, including the Legendre polynomial iwalysis.
W e start with the radial part of the non-relativistic Schrodinger wave equation: l(l + 1)li 2 2mr2 (V(r) + iW (1')) J X U/ (1')= 0. (1)
The potential is described by V(1') +i W(I') where V(1') is t h e real part of t ho potential and [1" (1') is the imaginary part. The wave fUllction U/(1') will also have both r eal and imaginary parts:
Equation ( 1) These equations are integrated step-by -step outward in radius by the second order Runge-Kutta method [see, for example, Zurmuhl, 1961] . The number of integration steps is typically 100 to 500. If the wave functions become large, they are automatically renormalized to smaller values by the code. The running time for 15 l's and 200 steps is about 1 min per energy including all angular distributions . The mass appearing in these equations is the reduced mass of t he neutron in the neutron-nucleus center-of-mass sys tem. The energy, E , is that of the neutron in the center-of-mass system. When the complex potential (V + i W) approaches a non-vanishing constant at the origin, then (6) wher e Cl is a complex number independent of l' [Amster, L eshan, and 'Valt, 1960] . In the presence of the spin-orbit term (see below) there is a 1/1' behavior of the potential energy for small values of 1'; however, eq (6) still holds since this term is dominated by the 1/1' 2 dependence of the centrifugal potential [see Bohm, 1951 ]. Since the cross sections depend only on the logarithmic derivative of the wave function, the normalization is arbitrary and CI can be taken t o be any non-zero value. W e have chosen k(l + i) for CI where k is a small number chosen to prevent underflow or overflow probl ems. Provision is made in the code to calculate for values of l up to l = 29. For the optical model parameters we have used a potential whose real and imaginary parts are:
where per) 1 the usual "Saxon" potent ifLl; a is the strength of the spin-orbit interaction relative to the " Thomas" term for a nucleon; J. 11 is the neutron mass; V e is t he central real potential; W s is the lowest value of the imaginary surface potential; lI~c is the Comp ton -+ wavelength for a nucleon; l is the orbital angular --') momentum of the neutron; cr is the P auli spin operator of the incident neutron; Ro is the nuclear radius;
and a is the "diffuseness" parameter of the real potential. If the spin ano'ular momen tum of the incident n eutron is parallel to the orbi tal angul ar momentum of the incident n eutron, t hen j = l + 1/2, --')--') and cr· 1 = l. If the spin and orbi tal angular mo-
mentum are anti-parallel, then j = l -1/2 and cr·l = -( l + 1). This leads to two real potentials, V+(r) and V -(r) corresponding to t he parallel and anti---') --') p arallel cr·l interactions. The wave equation is solved for each of these. To obtain the desired cross sections, we need th e phase shifts TIt and TI L which measure the effect of the complex potential on the neutron partial waves. These phase shifts are obtained by a calculation which compares the value for logarithmic derivative 1 1 obtained by numerical integration in the presence of the nuclear potential with the corresponding quantity (t:..I + iSI) for the zero phase shift spherical Hankel function solutions obtained in the absence of the nuclear potential. The required expression for TI 1 IS given by Blatt and Weisskopf [1952] :
For neutrons 11-t:..
where GI(R ) and F I(R) are solutions of eq (1) with (V (r) + i W (r)) = 0. In terms of spherical B essel functions, F l(x) = xj leX) and GI(x) = xnl(x) where x= kR.
.2. Evaluation of the Cross Sections Directly From the Nuclear Optical Model
The total cross sec tion predicted by the nuclear optical model is made up of a shape-elastic scattering cross section and a compound nucleus form ation cross section [Feshbach, Porter, and Weisskopf, 1954]: However, t he compound nucleus may decay into the entrance channel producing "compound elastic" scattering or it may produce inelastic scattering or charged particle reactions :
(J'c == ()ce+ crr·
These equations may now be rearranged t o separate the elastic scattering (crse and cree fLre not distin guishable experimentally) from t he r eaction cross section:
In th e present calculation cree is estimated by the "fluctuation" cross section, crfl, which is important below energies of about 6 Mev: 'Vh en inelastic sCfLtterin g and reactions are zero or negligible, the entire cross section is elastic:
In this case t he fluctu ation cross section may be obtained very simply from the phase shifts of the optical model alone (see Feshbach [1960] for a discussion of the fluctuation cross section).
I
We now proceed to evaluate th e various cross sections from the calcul aLed phase shifLs (17 t's). For both incident particles and the nucleus wiLhout spin, the expressions for t he in cident pla ne wave, Lhe total wave (which s hows Ll18 efIect of Lhe pOLelltial of the nucleus on the incid en t wave), and the seattered wave are: (kr) + 17 /h z(lcr) ) P l(cos 8) , (12) and >t'scatt C r) = >t'tot (r) _e ikz '" . 2l + 1 =~ ~l -2 -(17 1-l)h1(/cl') P l(cos 8) . (13) The incident neutrons which h fw e spm ] /2 may be represenLed by a plane wave: t/; Inc = eikZ Xlnc (14) where Xlnc describ es the spin wave fun ction of the neutron. x 1nc = (6) is spin " up ." x1nc = (?) corr esponds to spin " down." III tb e presence of the nuclear potential the asymptotic form of the wave function of th e neutron is:
where F(8) is the scaLteri ng matrix.
where n is a unit vecLor perpendicular to the plane of :scattering. Accordin g to Lhe Basel convention [Huber and Meyer, 1961 ) , th e positive direction of --> polari;"aLion, given by the u nit vector n, is:
where ki <1,ncllc f are t,be wave vectors of the incident and scattered n eutrons. In t h e equations above, hi = .j l-in l and represents an incomin g sp heri cal wave and h l= j l+inl and represents an oULgoing spherical w ave. To exte nd t his treatment to t he case or neutl'onS lvith sp in incident on spi n-~ero nuclei [Lepor e, 1950), we introduce th e operators 7rt and 7rz which select Lhe states for which j = l + t and j = l -t, respectively. These operators are
If j = l + t , 7r+= 1, 7r-= O. If j = l -t, 7r+= 0, 7r-= 1. Applying om operators to the total wave function , eq (16) we have t/;tot="i:, If we now subtract the incident wave from tbe total wave Lo obLain Lhe scattered wave, we fmd (18) where we h ave used the expressions (17a) for tbe operators and the condition that when 17 t= 17 z= 1, >t'scatt must equ al ~ero. The right-left asymmetry in the scattering of a polarized beam is introdu ced through the (0' ·l ) operator:
(;.l)pt(COse) =~{~( -i :e) F l(cos e)]-(19)
where Pl(cos e)=sin e b ( b ) P l(cos e) . Note: cos 8 a (-1)m term is sometimes included in the definition of the associated Legendre function p ;n( cos e), in which case our [unction has the-opposite sign, and a minus sign appears on the right sid e of eq (21). A(e) and B(e) appearing in the scattering matrix, eq (16) are:
1 '" A (e)= -2" ::s [(l + 1)(17t -1) + l (17 z-1)] P tCcos e)
The differential scattering cross section is (24) The polarization is given by (25) For a completely polarized incident beam with spin " up," P = (L-R)/(L+R), where Land Rare the measured left and right detector coun ting rates.
The total, compound nucleus formation , and shape elastic cross sections (integrated over angle) are:
For use in inelastic scattering calculations and in our estimate of compound elastic scattering, the "transmission coefficients" are also calculated:
Compound Elastic Scattering
Whereas sll ape elastic scattering is given directly by the nuclertr optical model, our estimate of compound elastic scattering is treated in four different ways depending upon the incident neutron energy. Below 3.35 :Mev, it may be obtained from the optical model phase shifts, with a small correction for the ENERGY ( Spins and parities in parentheses arc ta ken from Troubetzkoy, K alas, Lustig, Ray, and Trupin [1961] . Levels taken as a con tinuum above 5 Mev. observed (n, p) cross section. In the energy range from 3.35 to 5.0 Mev, a Hauser-Feshbach [1952] hand calculation using discrete energy levels of the target nucleus (see fig. 1 ) was made. From 5.0 to 5.7 Mev a Hauser-Feshbach calculation using a statistical-model residual nucleus was made. In this case the compound elastic scattering is isotropic b ecause of t h e randomness of the spins and parities of the levels assumed in the statistical model. The angular isotropy has been proved by Wolfenstein [1951] and by Hauser and Feshbach. Above 6 Mev compound elastic scattering is neglected.
The fluctuation cross section, in the absence of inelastic scattering and reactions, may be obtained from t h e phase shifts of the optical model [Feshbach, 1960] :
At energies below t he energy of the fu'st excited state in the target nucleus (3.35 Mev for Ca 40 ), we have used eq (30) to calculate the compound elastic scattering. Note that this leads not to isotropic scattering but to an angular distribution which goes predominantly as [Pz(cos e)]2 for neutrons of angular momentum l .
The cross section for inelastic scattering of a neutron of incident angular momentum l , final angular momentum l', from a nucleus of initial angular momentum i and final angular momentum i' is given by Hauser and Feshbach as u(l,i ll',i') 2(2i 1 + 1) !1u(l,Jal l' ,j~IO) (31) where u (l, .ill', j' Ie) 
and is the cross section for production of neutrons of energy E' of angular momentum l', channel spin j', moving in a direction O. The r index refers to possible channel spins, p to possible final neutron angular momenta, E~ to final neutron energies . J is the total angular momentum of the compound nucleus state. The prinle on the summ ation indicates that we omit the term referring to the final neutron E', l', j' we are considering. As we shall see the denominator of eq (32) is essentially the branching ratio of the specific neutron transition under consideration versus all other possibilities. If we immediately specialize to the case of compound elastic scattering, (E= E', l = l', j = j' ), consider spin zero nuclei only (j = .i' = !, i = O, and J = l ± !), and Tt's as defined in eq (29), the angular distribution for the lth partial wave of compound elastically scattered neutrons becomes:
The A-functions t h at occur in eq (33) are easily expres~ed in terms of Z-coefficients used by Blatt and BJeden harn [1952] and tabulated by Biedenharn [1953] :
The question of ph ases docs no t en ter sin ce the Zcoefficient appears on ly w hen squared. Note t hat t bese r es ults appear naturally in a Legendre series expansion which may be easily combined with t he L egendre coefficien t expansion as determin ed by the computer 1'01' t he shape elastic scatterin g. Equations (33) and (34) are used to calculate t he r egion of discrete states of the target nucleus (3 .35 to 5 Mev). A correction to t he branching ratio appearin g in eq (33) is applied to allow for experimentally obscrved reaction cross sections. From 5 to 5.7 }\![ev, the r esidual nucleus is considered as statistical, a nd the compound elastic scatterin g is isotropic.
Legendre Coefficient Analysis of the Elastic Sca ttering
The elastic scattering angular distribution IS represented in the follo wing way:
where So (E ) = 1.
Th e differ ential cross section as obtained from eq (24) appears as a sum or the products of two series:
Th e first term in eq (3 6) may b e r epresented by a single series of L egendr e coefficients (37) 393 where ak is given by
' ,m are POSt tl ve III tegers; J.
(l + m+ k) is even; and /l -m [:::; k :::; l + m, t hat is, t he three vectors satisfy the "triangle condition" [Whittaker and Watson, 1958] .
The product of the two series in P )(cos (1) can be reduced to product of two series in P I(COS (1) which can then be solved by eq (38) . Firs t we express the P)(cos (1)'s in terms of polynomial expansions in P l(cos 0) [see Morse and F esbbach, 1953] :
Any product term. P )(cos (1)P ,:,(cos (1) resul ting frOTH the series product in eqs (3 6) may b e expressed in terms of a product or expre sions from eqs (39) and (40) . Note t hat in t be product sin 11 cancels out, leavin g only terms in Legendre polynomials. R elations (38 to 40) wer e progr am ed for the computer so t hat a Legendre coefficien t analysis or th e form of eq (3 5) could b e directly obtained from t h e calculated pbase shifts.
The calculation could equally well b e done through usc of vector-coupling coefficients [Edmonds, 1957] . It is exp ected tbat the probl em for t he co mputer would b e about the same either way. The OJ coefficients used here are closely related to t he Clebsch-Gordan coefficienL (abOO [abcO) as given in eq (5) of Blatt, Biedenharn, and Rose [1952] .
Choice of Optical Model Parameters and Comparison With Experiment
Calcium is composed of 96.97 percent Ca 40 with 2.06 percent of Ca 4 \ and sm aller amounts of Ca 42 , Ca 43 , Ca 45 , and Ca 46 • In this calculation it is considered as pure Ca 40 excep t that a slig htly larger value of Ro is used to approximate t he effect of the oth er isotopes.
In the initial attempts to fit calcium n eutro n cross section data, t he model of Bjorklund and Fernbach [1958] was used. The real potential is as describ ed byeq (7), and the imaginary potential is a Gaussian absorption lo cated at the sur face:
This model, which has been quite successful in fitting n eutron elastic scattering data at 4.1, 7, and 14 Mev, involves six parameters: Ro, V e, lX, a, lVs, and b. In attempting to fi t this data, Eo was held constant at 1.25 Al/ 3 fermis, b at 0.980 fermis , lX at 35. The average atomic weight was used for A. The other tlll'ee parameters were varied. A problem of the optical model is the large number of arbitrary parameters. In an attempt to reduce the number of parameters, the width of the surface absorption, b, was eliminated as an independent parameter and derivative surface absorp tion used instead as given in eq (8). Somewhat surprisingly the agreement with the experimental data was considerably improved at 14.6 : Mev, and was equally good at the energies of 2 : Mev and below where data existed which could be directly compared wi th optical model predictions using the fluctuation cross section. The improved agreement at 14.6 Mev may be stated in another way; namely, the value of b (0.980 [ermis) is too small at this energy, and a thicker shell of surface absorption of neutrons should be used. This is given automatically by the use of a derivative surface absorption .
Using the derivative surface absorption model, Ro was held constant at 1.25A 1/3 fermis, the value indicated by the work of Bjorklund and Fernbach, and also by the optical model analyses of proton polarization reported by Gursky and Stewart [1961] . Actually the parameters V e and R o act very much like a single parameter V eRon where n is eqnal to 2 at low energies and increases slightly with energy. Our choice is to hold Ro fixed and vary V e. The strength of the spin-orbit coupling, lX, was also held at the value of 35 used by Bjorklund and Fernbach because it was felt that changes or improvements in this value should come from the analysis of polarization data to which lX is more sensitive, rather than angular distribution data which is considered here.
Three parameters were allowed to vary, V e, TVs, and a. Although a could have been held fixed, independent of energy, at a value of about 0.580 fermis to obtain fairly good fits to the experimental data everyvlhere, it was found that better fits were obtained if a was taken as 0.600 fermis at 14.6 Mev and fl,t 0.550 fermis below 2 Mev. Smooth curves drawn through the data were used to obtain pammeters for the optical model cfl,lculfltions, even though local variations sometimes gave better fits (see fig . 2 ). This apparent jumping around of the experimental data is due at the low energies to the presence of resonances in the cross section, which the optical model avemges over.
It should also be mentioned that fl, calculation which predicts the energy variation of the parameters of the optical model by use of a nonlocal potential has been made by Perey and Buck [1961] . The predictions of Perey and Buck have not been used here since it seemed unlikely that they would improve the cross section data.
Experimental data used for the parameter determination at 14.6 Mev were taken from Cross and Jarvis [1960] ; below 2 Mev, the data of Seagrave, Cmnberg, and Simmons [1958] and Lane, Langs-dod, Monahan, and Elwyn [1960] as collected by Howerton [1961] were used. Comparison of the calculation to experimental data is shown in figures 3 through 12. Comparison is also made to data at 4.1 l\Iev of Vincent, : Morgan, and Prud'JlOmme [1960] and to an angular di stribution oJ Seagrave, Cranberg, allel Si mlllons [19 58] at 6.0 )'1cv. 1\ either Qf these distributions w~.s used to obtain the optical model fit because the Hauser-Feshbach hand calculation involved made parameter fltting quite difficult (it later turned out that at 6.0 Mev the compQund elastic scatterin g could be neglected). N evcrthelcss the agreement between calculation and experiment is about the same here as at the other energies. We may therefQre be reasonably confident that the calculation predicts the cross sections quite well where they have nQt been measured.
It would not be possible for these calculations to. agree with both the Seagrave et ai. and the Lane et ai. experimental measurements, since these disagree with each other. In general the angular dis-tributiQns of Lane et ai. are more isotropic, while the distributions of Seagrave et ai. have a larger cross section in the forward direction. Somewhat mQre weig ht was given to the Seagrave et ai. experimen t, sin ce the geQmetry appears to be somewhat cleaner and less subject to multiple scatter ing effects ·which would tend to make the distributions too isotropic.
This 
Results of the Calculation
T he calculated angular distribu tions for total elastic scatterin g ar e givcn in table 1 and the Legendre coefficien t expansions are given in table 2. ., 1727 . 1922 . 1957 .2025 .2071 . 1986 . 1905 145.0 . 2006 . 2252 .2315 . 2407 .2466 .2367 . Ttl. HLE 1. Angular dis tribution oJ neutTon elastic scatte ring Jo r calcillm (barns /steradian) -Continued 
. Conclusions
Reasonably satisfactory average cross section predictions for calcium at neutron energies below 18 Mev can be made with the nuclear optical model using compound elastic scattering cross sections as calculated from the optical model in the absence of inelastic scattering, and using a Hauser-Feshbach calculation if inelastic scattering is present. In order to achieve the goal of calculation of any neutron cross section as required, Hauser-Feshbach and direct interaction inelastic scattering codes for inelastic scattering, and nuclear reaction codes will be required, for which the present type of calculation provides input data.
More experimental data in the region from 6 to 14 Yrev is needed. Also the difference b etween the Seagrave et al. and the Lane et al. data at low energies needs to be resolved .
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